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Chapter 6: Applications
In this chapter we analyze two applications that give rise to tridiagonal systems of
equations. These are the computation of Natural Cubic Splines and B-Splines and, the
use of domain decomposition techniques for the solution of neuron electrical models. In
both cases we use the results of the previous sections to analyze the problems and
propose new modifications of some existing techniques in order to make the methods
workfaster.
6.1 Introduction
In the introduction of this thesis we overviewed some applications that give rise to the tridiagonal systems
of equations. The fields from which those applications come from are varied. To recall, let us mention, for
example, the use of Natural Cubic Splines and B-SpIines for the problem of curve fitting, the computation
of photon statistics in lasers, and the solution of neuron models by domain decomposition techniques.
In this chapter we use the work developped in this thesis to analyze two practical applications. On one
hand, we study the problem of Natural Cubic Spline and B-Spline curve fitting. We analyze the type of
matrices that arise in this problem and propose a variation of a factorization that saves a considerable
amount of work to the solution of the problem. Also, we evaluate the use of Divide and Conquer, R-Cyc\ic
Reduction, the Overlapped Partitions Method and the Recursive Doubling algorithm when used to solve the
systems that arise from the factorization.
On the other hand, we study the solution of neuron models by domain decomposition techniques. We
analyze a method for the solution of such systems proposed in [Masc91] and use the background of this
work to save work to the method. In particular we propose a formula to determine the amount of work we
can save. This last work can be found in [LMJN95].
6.2 Natural Cubic Splines and B-Spline curve fitting
The solution of almost Toeplitz tridiagonal systems arises during the computation of Natural Cubic Splines
and B-Splines. For the case of normalized splines, these systems are of the type:
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where the value of c depends on the imposed boundary conditions and the value of <(> depends on the type
of spline being used. In particular, for the case of Natural Cubic Splines, these values are 2 and 3
respectively [BaBB86] and for the case of B-Splines when the boundary points are doubled, these values
are 5 and 6 respectively [ChSh92].
For the case of Natural Cubic Splines, the right hand side elements of the system are the componentwise
difference between the value of the previous and the following points of each of the points to be interpolated
b
m
 =
 <*[i>l]-*[i-i]'7[i>ij-?[i-l]'*[m]-z[i-i]> and the results ítl.j are the derivatives of
the polinomials at the points to be interpolated. For the case of B-Splines, the right hand side elements are
the given set of points b,
 ;, = (* r ¡] > v [ n » z [ n ) an<^tne results t, ;, are control points of the fit.
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So, every time a fit has to be computed, 2 systems have to be solved for the case of 2-dimensional
problems and 3 systems have to be solved for 3-dimensional case. For more details on curve fitting and the
specific problems of Natural Cubic Splines and B-splines, one can read [BaBB86] and [RoAd90].
In the computation of (7.1), matrix A is the same all the time and vector b changes for different fits. The
best approach to this problem is to find an LU-type decomposition (A = LU), store it, and compute the
solution of the bidiagonal systems Lz = §b and Ut - z every time that the solution of a new set of data is
needed. This saves a considerable amount of work and, as a consequence, of computational time.
Nevertheless, the classic LU decomposition applied to a Toeplitz matrix, does not lead to Toeplitz L and U
matrices. This is a disadvantage as the properties of Toeplitz matrices cannot be exploited in the solution of
the L and U systems and also, if different fitting techniques had to be used, a lot of data should be stored.
Nevertheless, there is a fast LU-type decomposition for four-diagonal Toeplitz matrices proposed by Evans
[EvanSO] and revisited by Taha and Liaw (TJ decomposition) in [TaLi93] that leads to a Toeplitz
decomposition as we said in chapter 1.
The TJ decomposition and procedure to solve the systems it factorizes is explained in the appendix of
this work. Here, we propose a variation of the TJ decomposition for the almost Toeplitz matrices that arise
in curve fitting that requires the solution of four Toeplitz bidiagonal systems. Also, we propose the use of
an early termination strategy for two of those systems that helps to save a considerable amount of work.
For the solution of the bidiagonal systems arising from the method based on the 77 decomposition we
analyze the pure Gaussian Elimination, 5-Cyclic Reduction, a version of the Divide and Conquer algorithm
and the Overlapped Partitions Method. The use of these bidiagonal solvers lead to different versions of the
method based on the TJ decomposition.
The different versions of the method proposed here are compared to the method proposed by Chung and
Shen in [ChSh92]. This method is based on an inexact LDU decomposition. For this reason, this method is
not accurate for the elements of the boundary of the solution as we show below. Also, as Recoursive
Doubling is used to solve the upper and lower bidiagonal systems, the method by Chung and Shen is not
competitive with the variants of the method proposed here on vector computers.
6.2.1 A method based on the TJ decomposition
For the matrix of the problem described above, it is possible to find a decomposition of the type:
(6.2)
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where the values of a, ß, y, p and a are:
a = 0 = c/a-a2/a22 K ' a K va *'a
For example, for the specific case of B-Splines where a = 1, d = 4, c - 5, we can choose
\ p = o = 3-73
a, ß and y are the same for the case of Natural Cubic Splines.
The number of floating point operations and the amount of storage capacity needed for this
decomposition is 0(1). The solution of the system can be found by solving At = ctTJt = $b in the steps
explained in the appendix. Nevertheless, as the variation for the case we are studying is significatively
different, we explain it below:
1. Solve Ty = <j>&/cc. This is performed by scaling b by (J)/a (b' = <)>e/a) and finding the solution of
T
Ty = b' assuming that y is an order n+l vector, y = lyrQ-i Jn] ••• Jr^-n y [ml • Given that the
system is underdetermined, variable y Q is considered a parameter. Thus, the system can be transformed into
T'y' = è'-3;[0]/where
ì
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The solution of this new system can be found by solving two bidiagonal systems T'g = bf and T'h = /.
Note that, in order to find the solution of the last variables of g and h (• r and h rn, ), it is necessary to divide
the respective right hand side elements in position N by 0 at the end of this step.
Now, y ' is a linear combination of the two solutions y' = g - y,
 Q, h.
2. Solve J t = y. With the value of y' it is possible to see that J t = y =
Assuming that t = ti -y^-, t2, solve the following systems J'tl = g and J't2 - h where
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Now, it is necessary to find the value of VQ. We know that y TQ, = yij • We also know that
r l f l ]
^[11 = ¿l m-Vro^ r j , . With these twoequations we have that VrQ, = y- .
Finally, the solution of the system can be found by solving í = tí - y ,Q, í2.
6.2.2 An early termination of the TJ decomposition
From the method described above, it is easy to see that four bidiagonal systems have to be solved
T'g = b', T'h = /, J'tl = g and J"/2 = h. It is important to note here that those systems have two
important characteristics. First, they are bidiagonal Toeplitz (the case of T is almost Toeplitz but can be
solved as a Toeplitz system and then divide the last equation by a, as we said before). Second, they are
strictly diagonal dominant with diagonal dominance 6 = 2 + v3.
Note that T'h = / has only one element on top of its right hand side. For the case of this type of strictly
diagonal dominant systems, the value of element h r- , of the solution decreases in absolute value to zero as
í grows to N as we proved in lemma 2.1. The absolute value of hr¡-, can be quantified by
IA r ¿i I < o"~ '+ |p|. From this equation it is easy to see that the number of elements of the solution vector
that are larger in absolute value than a certain maximum error allowed £ are:
•log(e/|p|)
logo'1
So, only the first u variables of T'h = f have to be solved as the rest are smaller than e. Also, J'tl = h
is an upper triangular system. Here, only equations u through 1 have to be solved because the N - u last
equations have a 0 in their right hand side. As a consequence, for the case of the axpy type operation
t = il -y r0 j /2 only elements 1 through u have to be modified.
For the case of single precision (e = IO"7) u = 14 and for the case of double precision (E = 10~16)
u = 30.
Systems T'g = b' and J'tl = g have all the right hand side elements different from 0 so they can be
solved with any of the methods described in the previous chapters. As those systems are strictly diagonal
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dominant, the early termination criteria proposed in chapter 2 can be applied to Divide and Conquer and R-
Cyclic Reduction. Also, OPM can be used for the solution of those systems.
6.2.3 Description and analysis of the method by Chung and Shen
In this section we give a brief description of the method proposed by Chung and Shen in [ChSh92] and we
analyze some features of the method. For more details about this method we suggest the reading of the
referenced paper.
Let us suppose that we approximate the matrix of the problem A by the following matrix:
A' =
JÎ 1
1 4 1
1 4 1
1 4
It is possible to find an L'D'U' decomposition of A' of the type:
A' = L'D'U' = 2-J31
J3
J3
I 2-Ji
l 2-J3
1 2-JÏ
1
With this decomposition, it is possible to apply any of the methods described before to solve L'y = 6B
and U'C = £>'~1y. Here D'~ly is equivalent to the scaling of y given the characteristics of D'. Chung and
Shen use the Recursive Doubling algorithm for the solution of L'y = 6B and U'C = D'~ly.
There is an important comment to make to this method. Given that matrix A is approximated by matrix
A' the solutions to A'í = §b are incorrect in the upper boundary. A perturbation analysis that we make
shows that, the first v solutions of the system are incorrect. For the case of c = 5, we have found that v is
v = -log.
12-e
where e is the maximum error allowed. Thus the interpolation given by this method is not correct in the first
v = 22 if the maximum absolute error allowed is e = 10" and v = 52 if the maximum absolute error
"allo wed is e = 10" assuming <|> = 3 and max-frr-, = 1.
Also, the vector implementation of the Recursive Doubling algorithm is not consistent according to the
definition by Lambiotte and Voigt [LaVo75], as we said. For this reason the method described in thid
section is slower than other consisting methods like the decomposition proposed here.
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6.2.4 Comparison of the methods
In this section we compare the variants of the method arising from the TJ decomposition and the method by
Chung and Shen on a vector processor. The methods have been programmed in Fortran on one processor of
the Convex C-3480. They have been run in multiple user mode and we have taken the smallest execution
time out of a few executions for each size of matrix.
In terms of the vector implementation of the TJ decomposition, the scaling b' = §b/a. can be
performed by means of 1 scalar divide and 1 vector multiply. For the solution of T'g = b' and J'tl = g
four algorithms have been tested, namely, Gaussian Elimination, the Divide and Conquer algorithm, the 5-
Cyclic Reduction algorithm and the Overlapped Partitions Method. For the case of systems T'h = f and
J'tl = h, the use of special vector solvers is not worthy given the order that we are considering (u = 14 and
u = 30) as we saw in chapter 4. So, a scalar Gaussian Elimination sweep is sufficient. For t = il — y TQ-, î2,
a vector axpy operation is performed on the u upper elements of the equation. The assembly code generated
by the compiler has been modified in order to optimize the execution time of the bidiagonal solvers as
explained in chapter 4.
For the case of the method by Chung and Shen, we have used the exact algorithm proposed in [ChSh92].
This method was programmed on a Cray and for this reason the only change we made was to substitute the
vector directives of the Cray Fortran into directives of the Convex Fortran.
For the practical executions, double precision arithmetic has been used for all the methods although two
different accuracies have been tested for the method proposed here. The accuracies tested are e =10" and
£ = 10~ . Note that for the algorithm by Chung and Shen there is no choice for the accuracy required and
the error is larger than for the method proposed here.
Figure 6.1 shows plots of the execution times of the methods for the case where we allow a maximum
error £ = IO"7. Figure 6.La shows plots for systems ranging from 50 to 4000. Figure 6.1.b shows a zoom of
Figure 6. La for matrices of size 50 to 1000. In Figure 6.1.b, we can see that the method based on Gaussian
Elimination is faster than the other methods for matrices smaller than approximately 180. In the rest of the
cases, the method based on the Overlapped Partitions Method is clearly faster than the other methods.
Figure 6.2 shows plots of the execution times of the methods for the case where we allow a maximum
errore =10" . Figure 6.2.a shows plots for systems ranging from 50 to 4000. Figure 6.2.b shows a zoom
of Figure 6.2.a for matrices of size 50 to 1000. In Figure 6.2.b, we can see that the method based on Gaussian
Elimination is faster than the other methods for matrices smaller than approximately 220. For the case of
matrices in the range between 220 and 650,5-CR is the fastest algorithm. For matrices larger than 650, the
method based on the Overlapped Partitions Method is the fastest.
As it can be noticed in Figures 6.1 and 6.2, the method based on the Overlapped Partitions Method is the
slowest for very small systems but as the systems get larger it rums out to be the fastest.
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Note that the method by Chung and Shen is slower than the rest of the methods in general. In particular,
for the case of small systems it is faster than the methods based on OPM, R-CR and DC. But at the same
time, for those cases, it is slower than the method based on Gaussian Elimination.
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6.3 Solution of neuron models by domain decomposition techniques
The anatomy of real neurons implies an extensively branched dendritic region that converges onto a single
cell body. The cell body then emanates a lightly branched axon that ends in other heavily branched
presynaptic regions. The electrical behaviour of such neural structures can be described by Partial
Differential Equations models. The most famous of these models are the Hodgkin-Huxley parabolic
equations that describe the electrical behaviour of the giant axon of a squid
(6.3) d
2v a aV _
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By scaling x -» (2R) /a and / —» t/C in the above equation one can obtain the cable equation, [Rall77].
If g is a constant, then this linear cable equation is a valid PDE model of the dendrites and a further change
of variables in V reduces (6.3) to the heat equation. For the axons, g = g (V, x, t,...) is a nonlinear
conductance and no such scaling in V is possible and (6.3) is a nonlinear PDE. Here, though, we suppose
that all PDEs involved in our problem are linear.
The most popular methods for the solution of equation (6.3) are finite-difference methods [Masc89]
although other methods like finite elements or spectral methods could be used. Among finite-difference
methods, the use of implicit ones as opposed to explicit ones is more advisable due to stability reasons. The
implicit methods require the solution of a linear or perhaps a nonlinear equation at each time step. Here, we
assume that we can advance our implicit finite-difference solution one time step by solving a single linear
system, as we said. For the discretization, we suppose that we use a backward-Euler time discretization
although a backward Crank-Nicholson time discretization could also be used.
In general, the morphology of biological neurons requires that we consider heavily branched one-
dimensional domains in which boundary conditions change in time. The linear system corresponding to an
implicit finite-difference discretization of such domain is almost tridiagonal and has extra off diagonals that
couple the different branches together at branch points. The solution to this system can be found by using a
domain decomposition method as explained in [Masc91].
In this section we describe the use of the domain decomposition method described in [Masc91]. Then,
we analyze the type of systems that arise from this domain decomposition method. With this analysis, we
show how to save some work with the use of lemma 2.1 that we proved for bidiagonal solvers and we apply
to tridiagonal solvers in this section. Finally, we prove the lemma used for tridiagonal solvers.
6.3.1 The domain decomposition method
The domain decomposition method proposed in [Masc91] is based on partitioning the domain of the
entire neuron into subdomains. An example of the domain decomposition method used on a hypothetic
neuron is shown in Figures 6.3 and 6.4. The domain with its discretization is shown in Figure 6.3 and the
matrix arising from the numbering of this discretized domain is show in Figure 6.4.
Figure 6.3. Discretized neuron example.
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In Figure 6.3 we can see that the numbering of the discretization points for the example, has been chosen
in such a way that the branching points are the last to be numbered. With this, the relation between the
domains and the branching points (or boundaries) is found in the rightmost columns and botom rows of the
discretization matrix of Figure 6.4. Each domain is independent from the rest of domains but it is linked to
the branching points.
The system shown in Figure 6.4 can be solved in the following steps. The subsystems corresponding to
each domain in Figure 6.4 can be diagonalized independently as shown in Figure 6.5.a. With this
diagonalization, some fill in is introduced in the rightmost columns of the matrix. After this, it is necessary
to eliminate the off-diagonal elements of the bottom rows of the matrix as shown in Figure 6.5.b. With this
elimination, some fill in is introduced in the submatrix that represents the branching points as shown in
Figure 6.5.b. This submatrix is the Schur complement matrix. The solution to the Schur complement system
leads to the final solution of the entire system by scaling the rightmost columns by the solutions to each of
the branching points and then substracting those scaled columns from the right hand side of the system.
a[2,2] a[2.11]
a[3,3] a[3,4] a[3,ll]
û[4,3] û[4,4] a[4,12]
u[5,5] u[5,6]
a[6,5] u[6,6]
a  a[5,12]
a[7,7] a[7,8] a[7,13]
a[8,7] a[8,8]
a[9,9] u[9,12] a[9,13]
a[10,10] u[10,13]
û[ l l ,2] Û[H,3] a [ 1 1 , 1 1 ]
a[12,4] a[12,5] °[12,9] ö[12,12)
fl[13,7] u[13,9] a[13,10] a[13,13]_
Figure 6.4. Matrix arising from the discretization of the neuron in Figure 6.3.
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'[12,12]
3,13]
°'[3, 11] a'[3, 12]
a
'[4, 11] a'[4, 12]
u
'[5,12]
a
'[5,12]
a
 (7, 13]
a
' [8, 13]
a<
 [9, 12] a' [9, 13]
a
'[10, 13]
[12, 12]
'[13, 12]
, 13]
Figure 6.5. a) Independent diagonalization of the domains, b) Elimination of the bottom rows of the matrix.
Now, we are going to describe the solution to the system with the domain decomposition method in a
more general way. Here, we use the notation used for the description of DC in chapter 1. The system can be
solved by decomposing the domain into /sTunbranched domains of size nk for 1 < k < K. The K domains are
connected by means of L branching points where L<K. The system for the general decomposition at step
i is shown in Figure 6.6. There, E^ are tridiagonal matrices that represent the K unbranched domains and,
vectors ¿¿ and v^ represent the relation between the domains and their branching points /Y
Note that vectors b^ and v^ have one only element different from 0 in positions 1 and n^ respectively.
jt¿ are the solution vectors of each domain at step / and w¡ are the solution to each branching point at
step i.
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Figure 6.6. System arising from the discretization of a general neuron using domain decomposition.
The solution to the linear system with the domain decomposition method is found by performing the
following three phases at each time step /:
z^ = v^.Each
1) This phase is divided into two steps.
1. a) Solve the K to 2K independent tridiagonal systems E^y^ = b[l}
domain has one or two of those systems if it is connected to one or two branch points. These
systems can be solved independently. This is equivalent to the transformation of Figure 6.4 .b for
the example.
1 .b) Solve K independent tridiagonal systems £¿ ¿¿ = xk • These systems correspond to the
K unbranched domains and can be solved independently, too. This are the transformations that
have to be done to the right hand side of the system and have not been explained explicitely in the
example.
2) Using part of the solutions of step 1 , eliminate the L botom off diagonal rows of the system. With this,
matrix P is built from the modifications of elements p¡ and some fill in that is introduced around those
branching points. The solution to the sparse system for the branch points P *¿ = *¿ leads to *¿
which is the solution vector to the branch points at step i, that is =
3) Perform K general axpy operations^ = dj¿ +w^ y^ +w¡ z^ where w^ and Wj arethe
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solution to branch points r and / adjacent to branch k. These K axpy operations are independent. At the end
of this phase, the solution at time step i has been found.
Matrices E^. have to be assembled anew at each time step / as the boundary conditions vary along the
time. For non-changing boundary conditions, phase La could be performed as an initialization before the
iteration in time starts. This would save execution time.
6.3.2 Analysis of the discretization matrices
Depending on the boundary conditions of the problem and the characteristics of the specific branching
region (axon, dendrites or presynaptic regions), each tridiagonal matrix of those mentioned above varies in
characteristics. Thus they may vary in size, diagonal dominance and in having Toeplitz structure or not.
Now, we briefly review the features of those matrices.
A common feature of the matrices analyzed here is that they are all strictly diagonal dominant due to the
parabollic nature of the problem. We can define the typical equation of the tridiagonal systems arising from
thediscretizationof(6.3)by/[¿]x[|._1] + g [ i ] X [ i i +h[i]x[i + i] = e[i] where/[/] = h[i] ~ -*•[/] and
g = l +2A,.., +Yn • With this we have that the diagonal dominance of the system is
0 = min^ (J1 +.2Àr., + y,., /12A,r., I ) . In general, we will have 0 = 1+ minJ A,7?, I > 1.
The axons are large in size and their characteristics often vary along their structure. Their discretizations
lead to large non-Toeplitz systems.
The matrices in all of the non-tapered internal dendrites can be made Toeplitz and are of moderate size.
On the contrary, the terminal dendrites are small in size and the matrices they give rise to are non-Toeplitz
due to their tapered structure. Something similar happens to the internal and external presynaptic regions.
In the following sections we describe and analyze some strategies to optimize the execution time of
phases 1, 2 and 3 assuming that the tridiagonal matrices described here are non-Toeplitz.
6.3.3 Phases 1 and 3
As we said, it is necessary to solve up to two systems per branching domain during phase 1 .a. Those systems
are E^ y/¿ = ¿>¿ and £¿ z¿ = vk • ^ e s°luti°ns to those systems are used during phase 3 to obtain
the final solution to each domain for step i with x^ = í/¿ + w^ y¿ + w¡ z^ .
Matrices E^ are strictly diagonal dominant and vectors b^ and v¿ have one only nonzero value in
position 1 and nk respectively (¿¿MI = ^t r i i and vk\n 1 = ^"/tr i^ Under those circumstances, the
solution vector of such system decreases towards position nk for £¿ y k = ^k and towards position 1
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for Ekzk = Vfr . For tridiagonal systems, only the first mk elements of the solution vector of
^k V k = b k and me ^ast mk elements of the solution vector of Ek zk = vk are larger than a
certain predetermined value e as shown by the following expression
(6.4)
for Ek y % = b ¡f and by the following expression
logE(l-5-2)
p(0fi
*[l,i]
bd)
"*[!]
logo-1
- + 1
logE(l-o-2)
=•(')
^k[nk,nk}
Vk\nk]
logo'1
- + 1(6.5) mk
for Ek zk = vk . These formulae are proved in section 6.3.5.
With this, it is possible to see that during phase 1 .a it is possible to save some work for all those systems
with mk<nk. Also, during phase 3, the axpy operations have to be performed only on mk sets of data if
mk < nk savm§ a considerable amount of work.
Table 6.1 shows a few examples of number of equations tnk to be solved for different values of E and A.
assuming y = 0. We can see that large values of X induce weak diagonal dominances and little savings.
On the other hand, small values of A, may induce large savings. Note that the value of y has been assumed
zero because it is small in practice and has little influence on the diagonal dominance of the problem.
The physiological meaning of the optimizations discussed in this subsection is that, for certain cable
domains the influence of an electric potential at one end of the domain has very little influence on the other
end of the domain in a sufficiently small period of time (time step). This is intuitive for large axon cables.
Nevertheless, there are other characteristics of the problem that also influence this like the membrane
capacitance or the axial resistivity. Those characteristics, together with the time and space discretization,
influence greatly the diagonal dominance of the systems [Hine84].
A, = 1,8 = 1.5
X = 5,6 = 1.1
K = 10, ô = 1.05
e = IO'4
22
107
223
e = 10~7
39
180
364
E = IO'16
90
397
789
Table 6.1. Number of elements mk larger than E for different values of À with y = 0.
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6.3.4 Phase 2
After performing phase 1, it is necessary to build matrix P and solve system P x^ = x^ as we
said. P is formed with the help of the solutions to the elements that connect the domains with the
branching points and have been found in phase 1. Thus a branching point will be connected to another
branching point in matrix P if there is a domain between them.
Nevertheless, the optimizations of the previous section can be taken into account when building matrix
P . This can be done when a certain domain induces sufficiently strictly diagonal dominant systems. In
those cases, the two branching points connected to the domain do not have any significative influence on
each other and can be considered independent.
With this, matrix P has sets of disconnected branching points. Thus instead of one system of
equations P *| ~ xb »tnere are a set °f smaller independent sparse systems of equations. This
allows for the solution of P xb b w^ a certam degree of natural parallelism.
6.3.5 Proofs for formulae (6.4) and (6.5)
In this section we prove formulae (6.4) and (6.5) that determine the number of elements to be computed
from systems £¿ y¿ = b ¡f and £¿ z¿ = v¿ in order to have a maximum absolute error e in the
solution. With this aim, we first prove a lemma on the dacay of the solution of a tridiagonal system that has
one only element in the right hand side vector of the system and then we give two corollaries that proof
expressions (6.4) and (6.5).
Lemma 6.1. Let Ax = b be an N x N linear system with the following characteristics:
ï)A is a tridiagonal matrix with a,. ^ * O, Vi.
iii)¿7[¿] =0 , Vi> l .
Then, it is possible to verify for a general tridiagonal system of equations that:
(6.6) I* |< . - , 1 = 1,2,...,«.
1 LIJI
 -
2
Proof. Let us first decompose A = £> + £,whereD = diag (A). Therefore, A = D[I + D ÌB] and this
means that A"1 = [1 + M]~1D~1, where M = D~1B.
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So, x = A lb = [I + M] 1D lb = d-Md + M2d-M3d..., where d - D lb and the series
(/ + M)-1 = / - M + M2 - M3... is convergent due to the fact that || M\\ „ = 5"1 < 1.
Due to the special structure of A for the case of tridiagonal systems of equations, we have that the first
term in the series x = d — Md. + M d —M d... that affects x,,, comes from M'~ d. Note that term M*d
does not contribute to the value of x, j -, , but term M*+ d does. This happens for all i and also when i>N.
This can be observed in the following two products:
Md =
a[N-l,N]
[N,N-l]
o
o
Md =
°
 fl[l,2]
a[2,l] °
a[N-\,N]
alN,N-l] °
0
dll]a[2,l]
...
0
d
m
a[2,\}a[\,2]
o
^[l]a[2, l]a[3,2]
O
As a consequence:
And using H r f H ^ = \d
+HM|lL+3 | |í/ | |00+...<
5-1 + 1
1-S
we obtain the proposition. D
-2 II ¿IL
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Chapter 6: Applications
Corollary 6.1. Given expression (6.6), it is sufficient to compute the first m, elements of
= to solve the system with an absolute error less than e, where mk is equivalent to
log£(l-0-2)
r.(0
fi
*[l,l]
, (i)
bk[l]
logo"1
- + 1
Proof. The proof follows from the explicit expression of (6.6) and the substitution of b < j , and a r j j , by
the corresponding values in = b , .
Corollary 6.2. This corollary is equivalent to corollary 6.1 for
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Conclusions and future work
In this thesis we have dealt with the vector and parallel solution of recurrences and, in particular, with those
that arise from the decomposition of tridiagonal systems of equations. The work has a theorecical and a
practical component. From the theoretical point of view, we have proposed a new solver and we have
unified two families of existing parallel methods for the solution of such recurrences. From the practical
point of view, we have modelled and analyzed those methods for their optimum solution on vector and
parallel computers and also, we have performed an analysis of two applications related to the problem.
In the following paragraphs we sum up and comment the different contributions of this work. Finally,
we shortly describe the future research induced by the present thesis.
Theoretical aspects of the contributions
1) The R-Cyclic Reduction and the Divide and Conquer families of algorithms are two classic methods
for the vector and parallel solution of recurrences that obtain parallelism at the cost of incrementing the
amount of work compared to the sequential Gaussian elimination. Those methods have always been
regarded as totally different approaches to the solution of such systems.
A unified algorithm for the /^-Cyclic Reduction and the Divide and Conquer families of algorithms has
been proposed (chapter 2). With the unified algorithm, it has been shown that the Divide and Conquer
family of algorithms is a particular case of the ^ -Cyclic Reduction family.
One important remark is that the understanding of R-CR and DC given by the unification of the
algorithms has influenced their optimization and analysis on vector and parallel computers. In particular,
the tècniques used for the optimization of R-CR and DC on vector computers and the proposal of a variant
of R-CR for parallel computers have been directly influenced by this unification.
Part of this contribution can be found in [LNRJ94].
2) For the case of strictly diagonal dominant bidiagonal systems of equations, it is possible to save some
work to the unified algorithm at the cost of introducing some controllable error in the solutions. This
reduction in the amount of work is called early termination of the algorithm.
A bound of the error of the early terminated unified algorithm has been proposed and proved (chapter
2). This bound depends on the diagonal dominance of the system 6 and its order N. From this bound, it is
possible to find criteria for the early termination of R-Cyclic Reduction and Divide Conquer that depend on
8, N and the maximum absolute error allowed to the solution, e. The early termination criterion of R-CR is
called Smin, and is the minimum number of steps to be performed by the algorithm to have a maximum
absolute error £ in the solution. The early termination criterion of DC is called Rmin, and is the minimum
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size of the partitions that allows to avoid the solution of the reduced system and have a maximum absolute
error £ in the solution.
An analysis of the early terminated algorithms shows that, while the early termination of DC pays off
depending on ò, N and e; the early termination of R-CR does not pay off unless the diagonal dominance of
the system ô is extremely large and also a permisive absolute error E is allowed.
The bound of the error and its analysis can be found in [LaJN95] and some preliminary work can be
found in [LaJN93b].
3) The Overlapped Partitions Method (OPM) is proposed for the vector and parallel solution of strictly
diagonal dominant recurrences (chapter 3). OPM is based on the independent solution of an arbitrary set of
partitions that overlap. The final solution to the system is found by choosing some of the solutions to the
equations of the different independent partitions. The parallelism of the method is achieved by replicating
data.
OPM solves the recurrences with a certain amount of inaccuracy that can be quantified. This is done by
a bound of the amount of error that is proposed and proved here and depends on the diagonal dominance of
the system ô and its order N. From this bound, it is possible to find a formula to determine the amount of
overlapping equations m necessary to have an absolute error smaller than £ in the solution .
Some preliminary work on OPM can be found in [Larr90] and [LaJN93].
Practical aspects of the contributions
1) Divide and Conquer, R-Cyclic Reduction and the Overlapped Partitions Method have been analyzed
for their optimum use on vector computers. The early and non-early terminated versions of DC and R-CR
have been evaluated (chapter 4).
The vector assembly versions of the algorithms have been analyzed and different algorithm
transformations have been used to minimize their amount of traffic with memory.
Five different models of vector processors have been evaluated for the implementation of the algorithms.
The difference between the five types of vector processors is in the quantity and quality of paths between
memory and vector registers. This feature turns out to be very important for the problem studied. So,
optimum schedulings of the algorithms have been found for the different vector processors.
A general execution time model has been built for each optimized algorithm. These models adapt to each
of the five different architectures studied. Some parameters of those models have been optimized with
classic minimization techniques. One of the architectures has the same characteristics as the Convex C-3480
and both the theoretical and practical execution times have been compared. The error of the execution time
models with respect to the actual executions on the C-3480 is smaller than an 8% which shows that the
models are accurate.
Finally, the execution times given by the models of the algorithms have been compared for each of the
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five vector processor types. Figure 1 shows a qualitative approximation of the behaviour of the algorithms
for the different vector processor types. Two different plots are shown, one for the case of small £ and the
other for the case of large e. The plots have to be seen as a tendency of the algorithms rather than as an exact
plot of their behaviour. Some general conclusions can be summed up with the help of figure 1
a) Gaussian elimination is the fastest algorithm for small systems, i.e. N < 150 equations.
b) The optimum versions of R-CR and DC behave similarly for medium sized systems of equations, i.e.
150 < N < 1000. It is important to say, though, that the optimization of R-CR can be performed easily than
the optimization of the two versions of DC. For this reason it is advisable to use R-CR.
c) The optimum version of R-CR. is the fastest algorithm for non-strictly diagonal dominant systems
( 6 = 1 ) and for strictly diagonal dominant systems with weak diagonal dominances (small 0). This method
is the fastest for large systems, i.e. N> 1000.
d) OPM and sometimes the early terminated versions of DC are the fastest algorithms for systems with
moderate to high diagonal dominance 5 and moderate to large order N. It is important to say that OPM is
easier to be implemented and it behaves considerably better than the early terminated versions of DC on
most of the architectures analyzed.
e) The behaviour of the early terminated methods and OPM has a strong dependence on the absolute
error allowed to the solutions e. Permisive errors give smaller values of Rmin = m than restrictive errors as
it could be imagined. This means that the amount of work to be performed by the methods is larger for large
values of Rmin = m and for this reason the early terminated DC and OPM compare worser to the non-early
terminated versions. This can be seen comparing figure l.a to figure l.b.
The implementation of the methods for non-strictly diagonal dominant systems on vector computers has
been described in [LNRJ94].
a
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Figure /.Qualitative behaviour of the methods on vector processors, a) Permissive absolute error allowed
e » , b) Restrictive absolute error allowed e « .
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2) Divide and Conquer, Ä-Cyclic Reduction and the Overlapped Partitions Method have been analyzed
for their optimum use on parallel computers (chapter 5). The study has been focussed on the influence of
the computation and communicaction times on the global execution time of the algorithms. Both the early
and non-early terminated versions of DC and R-CR have been analyzed.
Parallel computers with distributed memory that communicate by means of message passing are used as
target architecture. The algorithms have been analyzed for this type of parallel computers and, for the case
of R-CR, a parallel variation has been proposed which has proved to be successful. General execution time
models have been built for each implementation. The theoretical optimum number of processors has been
found for each algorithm with the help of the models using classic minimization techniques.
A comparison of the methods has been done by means of the execution time models of the methods. This
comparison has been done for three different models of parallel computers. The three models of parallel
computer have processing nodes with the same supposed time to execute instructions. Their difference is in
the time spent to start-up a communication and the communication speed.
Figure 2 shows a qualitative approximation of the behaviour of the non-early and early terminated
parallel algorithms. Plot 2.a shows the case of architectures with small communication start-ups and small
communication time per element and plot 2.b shows the case in which the communication start-ups are
significatively higher than the computation time. With these plots it is intend to give an idea of the tendency
of the algorithms for two extreme cases although intermediate cases can be extrapolated by the reader. Note
that the plots obviate the maximum error allowed to the solution of the systems e which was considered for
the conclusions for vector computers. Here, we consider the case of large values of E and the case of smaller
values would change the plots in the same way as for vector processors. Some conclussions can be summed
up for this contribution with the help of figure 2
a) For the case of computers with small communication start-up (figure 2.a), R-CR is the fastest
algorithm for systems of equations with weak diagonal dominance or small size. Also, OPM is the fastest
algorithm for moderate to large systems with large diagonal dominance.
b) For computers with large communication start-ups (figure 2.b), Gaussian elimination is faster than R-
CR, OPM and the early terminated DC for small systems of equations. The reason for this is that the time
to perform one communication on such computers is larger than the time to perform a large number of
memory and arthimetic instructions of Gaussian elimination.
c) For computers with large communication start-ups OPM is faster than R-CR in more cases than for
computers with small communication start-ups. The reason for this is that OPM and the early terminated
DC only require the equivalent to one communication during their execution while R-CR requires a number
of communications larger than one.
d) For computers with large communication start-ups and large communication time per element, the
early terminated DC is faster than OPM. The reason for this is that the amount of data sent by the only
communication performed by OPM is larger than the amount of data sent by the only communication by the
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early terminated DC.
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Figure 2.Behaviour of the methods on parallel processors, a) Small communication start-up, b) Large
communication start-up. Between brackets, large communication time per element.
3) An analysis of two different applications has been performed (chapter 6). Those applications require
the solution of tridiagonal systems of equations. We use some results of the analysis performed in the thesis
to minimize the execution time of those applications.
The first application analyzed is the computation of Natural Cubic Splines and B-Splines. The systems
arising from that problem are tridiagonal, almost Toeplitz and strictly diagonal dominant with diagonal
dominance ô = 2 + «¡3 (larger than that shown in figures 1 and 2). A method has been proposed to reduce
the amount of work for the solution of that application. The method is based on an existing method that
decomposes a Toeplitz tridiagonal system into four Toeplitz recurrences. The proposed variation is based
on the observation that an incomplete solution of two of those systems is sufficient to solve the problem
with a maximum absolute error e. The two remaining systems have to be solved completely with the
methods analyzed in the thesis.
As a conclusion for the analysis of this problem it is possible to say that it compares very favourably to
a previous existing decomposition method [ChSh92] both from the point of view of the accuracy and from
the point of view of the execution time. Another conclusion is that for the solution of the recurrences arising
from the method proposed it is possible to use the methods analyzed here very successfully. For instance,
OPM is the fastest method for systems of order larger than 200 when the maximum absolute error allowed
is e = 10 while GE is the fastest method for smaller systems.
The results for the computation of Natural Cubic Splines and B-Splines curve fitting have been described
in [LaNJ94].
The second application analyzed is the simulation of the electrical behaviour of neurons by domain
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decomposition. The sparse systems given by the discretization of the problem using domain decomposition
techniques imply the solution of a large quantity of tridiagonal systems of equations. Those tridiagonal
systems are strictly diagonal dominant and some of them can be solved incompletely. This has a double
advantage for the solution of the global system of equations. On one side, the savings for the solution of
each tridiagonal system can be significative depending on its diagonal dominance. On the other side, the
Schur complement matrix that has to be solved can be partitioned into sets of smaller independent matrices.
This gives a lot of parallelism to the Schur complement solution and as a consequence, a reduction of the
global execution time. Finally, some bounds of the achievable amount of savings have been quantified.
The results for the simulation of the electric behaviour of neurons have been described in [LMJN95].
Future work
Some work will be developped in the future as a spin-off of this thesis. We will study the use of OPM as a
preconditioner for Conjugate Gradient type methods. Although some work has been already done on the
topic of using overlapped preconditioners, it would be interesting to formalize the use of OPM as
preconditioner. Also, we will study the use of the algorithms for tridiagonal systems from two different
perspectives. On one side, we will unify DC and R-CR. and will try to generalyze the bounds for the absolute
error of those methods. On the other side, we will perform a study of the register requirements of OPM, DC
and R-CR for superscalar and vector processors. Finally, in the field of applications we will implement the
domain decomposition solver for the models of the electrical behaviour of neurons. This solver will be
analyzed for parallel computers and compared to other existing solvers.
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In this appendix, we analyze some LU-type decompositions that can be used tofactorize
tridiagonal matrices. In the analysis, we compare the amount of computations caused
by the decompositions and the amount of work to solve the different systems that arise
from those decompositions with Gaussian elimination. For one of the factorizations
analyzed here, we propose a method to save some work during the solution of the system.
l Basic LC/-type decompositions
Here, we describe a few LU-type decompositions that can be used to factorize the tridiagonal matrices
arising from the applications analyzed in this thesis.
The types of decompositions described in this section are the classic LU decomposition and the LDU
decomposition both for general and Toeplitz matrices. The LDLT and the Cholesky factorizations for
general and Toeplitz symmetric matrices. The decomposition by Evans and Taha and Liaw [EvanSO,
TaLi93] for Toeplitz matrices and an extension of this decomposition that we propose for the case of strictly
diagonal dominant matrices. Finally, the modification of the classic LU decomposition proposed by
Malcolm and Palmer for Toeplitz symmetric strictly diagonal dominant systems [MaPa74].
In the following, we describe the decompositions mentioned in the introduction and the procedure to find
the final solution to a tridiagonal system through them. Also, we count the number of arithmetic, load and
store operations per equation required to compute the decomposition and the final solution assuming that
we use Gaussian elimination. In order to minimize the count of number of operations per equation, we
assume that we reuse data through registers to reduce the amount of loads as explained in chapter 4.
In section 2 we compare the different decompositions from the point of view of the amount of work to
compute them and the amount of work to compute the solution to the systems they give rise to. We do this
both for general and Toeplitz systems.
LU decomposition for general systems
The LU decomposition of a general tridiagonal matrix A can be described by the following recursions
(1) M~ïï77
" [ / ]= '
,
With this, we have that the resulting factorization is
A =
e[2] d[2] c[2]
0
d[3] c[3]
e[N] d[N]
= LU =
[2]
[3]
"[1]
"[2] C [ 2 ]
«[3] -
[JV-1]
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We can rewrite (1) into
(2)
"[1] = \/d.
), 2<i<N
in such a way that elements u ,^ store the inverse of the diagonal of matrix U saving one division during
the solution of recurrences Lz = b and Ux = z.
The amount of work per equation to compute the LU decomposition is 1D + 2P+1A + 3L + 2S where
D, P, A, L and S stand for Division, Product, Add-like operations (addition, substraction, change of sign,...),
Load and Store respectively. The amount of work per equation to solve recurrences Lz = b and Ux = z
with Gaussian elimination is 3P + 2A + 5L + 2S.
It is important to note that this decomposition does not keep the Toeplitz nature of the original matrix.
For Toeplitz matrices, the amount of work per equation to compute the LU decomposition is
1D + 2P+1A + 2S and to solve recurrences Lz = b and Ux = z is 3P + 2A + 4L + 2S.
LDU decomposition
The recursions that define the LDU decomposition of a general tridiagonal system are
(3)
With this, we have that the resulting matrices are
, 2<i<N
LDU =
1 uin
i
•"
 u[N-\]
1
in such a way that elements ir- , keep the inverse of the diagonal matrix D saving one division during the
solution of Lz = b, Dy = z and Ux = y.
The amount of work per equation to compute the LDU decomposition is 1D + 3P+1A + 3L + 3S. The
amount of work per equation to solve recurrences Lz = b, Dy = z and Ux = y is 3P + 2A + 5L + 2S
^
supposing that Lz = b and Dy = z are solved together to save one load per equation.
For Toeplitz systems, the amount of work per equation to compute the LDU decomposition is
1D + 3P+ 1A+ 3Sand to solve recurrences Lz = b, Dy = z and Ux = y is 3P + 2A + 5L + 2S.
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LDLT decomposition for symmetric systems
The recursions that define the LDLT decomposition of a symmetric tridiagonal system are
in such a way that the resulting matrices are
A =
e [ 2 ] d [ 2 ]
e[N] d[N]_
= LDLT =
W
r[2]
l [2]
l
•••
 l [N]
l
with í r.-, storing the inverse of D.
The solution to system Ax = b is equivalent to solve the following three recurrences Lz = b, Dy = z
and L x = y. The amount of work per equation to compute the LDLT decomposition is
1D + 2P+1A + 2L + 2S and to solve the above recurrences is 3P + 2A + 5L + 2S supposing that Lz = b
and Dy = z are solved at the same time to save one load per equation.
Also in this case, this decomposition does not keep the Toeplitz nature of the original matrix. The amount
of work per equation to compute the LDLT decomposition of a Toeplitz matrix is 1D + 2P+1A + 2S and
to solve recurrences Lz = b, Dy = z and L x = y is 3P + 2A + 5L + 2S supposing that Lz = b and
Dy = z are solved at the same time to save one load per equation.
Cholesky factorization
The recursions that define the Cholesky factorization of a symmetric tridiagonal system are
w -e[i]t[i-i] , 2<i<N
in such a way that the resulting matrices are
A = GGT = 812] r[2]
'[1] S [2]
'[2] "
Z [N]
'[N]
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where ir., stores the inverse of the main diagonal.
7*The amount of work per equation to compute the Cholesky factorization (A = GG ) is
ID + 2P + 1A + 1SR + 2L + 2S where SR stands for Square Root. The amount of work per equation to
compute Gy = b and GTx = y is 4P + 2A + 6L + 2S.
For the case of Toeplitz matrices, the amount of work per equation to compute the Cholesky factorization
(A = GGT) is ID + 2P + 1A + 1SR + 2S and the amount of work to solve a Toeplitz system with this
decomposition is the same as for non-Toeplitz systems.
Taha and Liaw variant of Evans decomposition for Toeplitz systems
Taha and Liaw proposed an LU-type decomposition for 4 diagonal Toeplitz matrices in 1993 [TaLi93]. This
decomposition is similar to that proposed for tridiagonal matrices by Evans [EvanSO]. Here, we describe the
tridiagonal version of this factorization that we call TJ decomposition and count the number of operations
per equation needed to perform it.
The decomposition of matrix A into matrices T and J preserves the Toeplitz nature of the original matrix
at the cost of solving two more systems. These two systems can be solved while performing the
decomposition of the matrix which means that no extra cost is incurred by this method to the solution of the
decomposed system.
In addition to the description of the 77 decomposition, we propose a way to save some operations to the
solution of the system for the strictly diagonal dominant case. A variant of this decomposition for almost
Toeplitz strictly diagonal dominant systems is described in chapter 6.
Let us suppose that we have a Toeplitz tridiagonal matrix. It is possible to find the following Toeplitz
factorization
(4)
'dc
e d c
e d c
e d
= aTJ = a
NxN
P I
ß 1
ß 1
ß!Nx ( N + l )
Y
1 y
1 y
1_
where the values of a, ß and Y are:
(5) a = (d±*ld2-4ec)/2 ß = e/a y = c/a
The solution of the system can be found by solving Ax = aTJt = b in the following steps:
1. Solve Ty = b/a. This is performed by scaling b by I/a (b' = b/a) and finding the solution of
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r iTy = b' assuming that y is an order N+Ì vector, y = y0 y} ... yn_ j y J . Given that the system is
underdetermined, variable yQ is considered a parameter. Thus, the system can be transformed into
T'y' = b'- y of where
1
ß 1
ß l
, /=
n x n
y\
?2
.
yi
, / =
ß
0
_q
r =
The solution of this new system can be found by solving two bidiagonal systems T'g = b'andT'h = /.
Note that T'h = f can be solved during the decomposition of matrix A because it does not vary for different
right hand sides.
Now, y' is a linear combination of the two solutions y' = g — yQh.
2. Solve Jt = y. With the value of y' it is possible to see that J t - y =
Assuming that t = ti - y0í2, solve the following systems J'tl = g and J'tl = h where
J' =
1 Y
1 y
1 y
l nxn
Note that J't2 = h can be solved during the decomposition of matrix A for the same reason as T h = /.
Now, it is necessary to find the value of y0. We know that y0 = yfj . We also know that
t i = il i - l• With these two equations we have that y0 = Yi - ~- •1 + Y^i
Finally, the solution of the system can be found by solving t = il -
The amount of work per equation to perform the 77 decomposition is negligible. Nevertheless, during
the decomposition we can solve systems T h = / and J't2 = h, as we said. In case that we do so, the
amount of work per equation for the decomposition goes up to2P+lA+lCS + lL + 2S, where CS stands
for Change of Sign. During the solution of a system with this decomposition we have to perform the
following amount of work per equation 4P + 3A + 3L + 2S. This amount is the addition of work for the
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scaling of è è' = b/a, the solution of T'g = b' and J't l = g and the update performed in í = tl-yQt2.
For this operation count we suppose that we solve b' = b/a and T'g = b' together and, J'tl = g and
t = rl-y0í2 together.
77 decomposition for strictly diagonal dominant systems
In the case of stricly diagonal dominant matrices, we can save some work to the solution of a system by
TJ decomposition. The decomposition described up to here leads to strictly diagonal dominant factors if the
original system is strictly diagonal dominant. In order to prove this, we propose the following lemma.
Lemma 1. If \e\ + \c\ < \d\ then the TJ decomposition gives |ß| < 1 and |y| < 1.
Proof. This is easy to be proved by using the definitions of ß and y in (5) and by assuming that we choose
the additive deffinition of a, that is a = (d + >Jd - 4ec) /2. D
Now, we show how some work can be saved under those circumstances. Note that the right hand side of
system T'h = f has one only element in position 1. So, we can apply lemma 2.1 and say that only kj-j
solutions are necessary if we want the error to the solution of T'h = f be lower than £
(6) >r loge]
' ~ togiPir
For the solution of J'tl = h we only have to work on the kTJ nonzero elements of A. Finally, during the
computation of t = ^  ~ 3V^> only kTJ elements of il have to be updated by -J0f2.
So, for the case of strictly diagonal dominant systems, the amount of work per equation for the
decomposition of the first kTJ equations of the system is 2P + 1A + 1CS + IL + 2S and it is null for the
rest. During the solution of a system with this decomposition we have to perform 4P + 3A + 3L + 2S for
the first kTj equations of the system and 3P + 2 A + 2L + 2S for the rest of equations.
Malcolm and Palmer decomposition for Toeplitz symmetric systems
The decomposition proposed by Malcolm and Palmer in [MaPa74] is based on the classic LU
decomposition. The authors showed that some work can be saved when solving symmetric strictly diagonal
dominant Toeplitz systems. The description of the method is as follows. Consider the following matrix
'de
e d e
e d e
ed
1
e
a. 1
1 a 1
1 a 1
1 a
(7)
Then, the LU decomposition of this matrix can be computed in the form shown in the previous sections
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and gives the following factors:
L =
[21
,U =
[1]
[2]
Malcolm and Palmer showed that for |<x| > 2 the sequences u,.•> and lr¡-, converge to u and /. For the
case of « r,-i, they show that the sequence converges to u where
u = - a+sgn(oc) (a2-4)
Also, they show that for |o| > 2 (which means strict diagonal dominance or 8 > 1 with our notation), a
given floating point radix ß and a certain number of exact digits required t for the decomposition, the
number of terms of u r¡-, to be computed until its value converges to u has an upper bound in
(8)
which can be transformed into
(9)
21ogpw
< f-loge
-
if we assume that a computer with a r-digit base ß arithmetic has precision ß ' [Bois91].
With this, the amount of work per equation to perform the LU decomposition is l D + 2P + 1A + 2S for
the first kMp equations of the matrix. The amount of work per equation to solve Lz = b and Ux = z is
3P + 2 A + 4L + 2S for the first kMp elements of the recurrences and 3P + 2 A + 2L + 2S for the rest.
2 Comparison of the L£7-type decompositions
Here we compare the amount of work performed by the different decompositions described above. First,
we count the amount of work per equation to solve a tridiagonal system Ax = b with Gaussian elimination.
If the system is general, then the number of operations per equation is ID + 4P + 3 A + 7L + 3S. For the
case of general symmetric systems, the amount of work per equation reduces to 1D + 4P + 3A + 6L + 3S
operations. In case that the system is Toeplitz (either symmetric or non-symmetric), the amount of
operations per equation to solve system Ax = b is 1D + 4P + 3A + 3L + 3S.
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In general, the decomposition and further solution of a system compares always favourably in front of
the use of Gaussian elimination directly. For this reason, although we include the operation counts per
equation in the following Tables, we do not mention them in the text.
Table 1 shows a summary of the amount of work per equation performed by the LU and LDU
decompositions for general non-symmetric systems. In this case, both the LU and LDU decompositions lead
to the same operation count for the solution of the system. Nevertheless, if we turn to the amount of work
for the decomposition, LU compares favourably.
Dec.
Solve
LU
1D + 2P+1A + 3L + 2S
3P + 2A + 5L + 2S
LDU
1D + 3P+1A + 3L + 3S
3P + 2A + 5L + 2S
No decomp.
-
1D + 4P + 3A + 7L + 3S
Table 1. General non-symmetric systems: Amount of work per equation for the work generated by the Li/-
type decompositions and the solution of the tridiagonal system with Gaussian elimination.
Table 2 shows the amount of work per equation performed by LU, Cholesky and LDLT decompositions
for general symmetric systems. There, we can see that although Cholesky factorization was specially
designed for symmetric systems, it has a higher operation count. Also, LDLr decomposition has the same
operation count as LU for the solution of the system. In this case, the amount of work for the decomposition
is lower for LDLT.
Dec.
Solve
LU
1D + 2P
1A + 3L + 2S
3P + 2A
5L + 2S
GGT
1D + 2P+1A
1SR + 2L + 2S
4P + 2A
6L + 2S
LDLT
1D + 2P
1A + 2L + 2S
3P + 2A
5L + 2S
No decomp.
-
1D + 4P + 3A
6L + 3S
Table 2. General symmetric systems: Amount of work per equation for the work generated by the LtMype
decompositions and the solution of the tridiagonal system with Gaussian elimination.
Table 3 shows the amount of work per equation performed by the LU, LDLT and 77 decompositions for
Toeplitz systems. Note that the LDLT decomposition can only be used for symmetric systems. For non-
symmetric systems, it is important to note that depending on the specific cost of the load operations in front
of the additions and products on a certain computer one of the two decompositions (LU or 77) may have a
lower operation count.
Finally, Table 4 shows the amount of work per equation performed by the LU, LDLT, TJ or MP
decompositions for strictly diagonal dominant Toeplitz systems. In this case, we have to note that for non-
symmetric systems, the TJ decomposition has the lowest operation count depending on the cost of the load
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and arithmetic operations. For the case of symmetric systems, the decomposition by Malcolm and Palmer
can work better for large diagonal dominances, i.e. large values of kMp (note that kMp = kTJ/2).
Nevertheless, for large diagonal dominances, i.e. small values of kMp the differences shorten and can be
unnoticeable. Note that (6) and (9) imply that kMp ~ kTJ/2 which means a considerable difference for large
values of kTJ.
Dec.
Solve
LU
1D + 2P
1A + 2S
3P + 2A
4L + 2S
LDLT
only
symmetric
1D + 2P
1A + 2S
3P + 2A
5L + 2S
TJ
2P+1A
1CS + 1L + 2S
4P + 3A
3L + 2S
No decomp.
-
1D + 4P + 3A
3L + 3S
Table 3. Toeplitz systems (symmetric and non-symmetric): Amount of work per equation for the work
generated by the Li/-type decompositions and the solution of the tridiagonal system with Gaussian
elimination.
Dec.
Solve
LU
1D + 2P
1A + 2S
3P + 2A
4L + 2S
LDLT
only
symmetric
1D + 2P
1A + 2S
3P + 2A
5L + 2S
TJ
2P+1A
1CS + 1L + 2S
for kTJ
4P + 3A
3L + 2Sfor
kT j equations
and 3P + 2A
2L + 2S for
the rest
MP
only
symmetric
1D + 2P
lA + 2Sfor
kMp equations
3P + 2A
4L + 2S for
kMP
equations and
3P + 2A
2L + 2S for
the rest
No decomp.
-
1D + 4P + 3A
3L + 3S
Table 4. Toeplitz systems (strictly diagonal dominant) : Amount of work per equation for the work generated
by the L£/-type decompositions and the solution of the tridiagonal system with Gaussian elimination.
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